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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The objective of this project was to demonstrate the value that massive GPS trajectory 
data could bring to the analysis and decision-making efforts of transportation agencies. 
With this goal in mind, the PI purchased one month of Utah trajectory data, which included 
detailed information about 2.5 million trips that took place in September 2018 (i.e., 
130 million recorded locations taking 12 GB of space). First, the data were processed to 
correct for errors inherent to GPS technology and to match with the state road network, 
which increased its size by the factor of seven (i.e., over 900 million points taking over 
90 GB of space). Second, the data were evaluated by exploring their spatial/temporal 
coverage and via comparison with ground-truth information from 400 point detectors 
across Utah. This revealed very good spatial coverage and a capture rate of about 2%, 
which implies that the acquired trajectory data capture one in every 50 trips in Utah. 

Figure 1: A trip with artificial waypoints imputed using Hidden Markov Model to reconstruct 
the road-based trajectory; spatial coverage of trajectories spanning across western U.S.; 
penetration rates of vehicle probes computed at locations with radar data; heat map of 
waypoints. 

Several interactive online animations and visualizations were created to allow 
transportation agencies to visually explore the data and understand the potential use of 
GPS trajectories in planning as well as measuring performance and mobility. The 
interactive tools were shared with various agencies, developers of visual analytics, and 
data providers. They can be accessed via the following link: https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/ 

Figure 2: Interactive animations and visualizations facilitate understanding of trajectory 
data as well as exploration of trip patterns at different levels of spatial and temporal 
aggregation. 

https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Transportation agencies have an opportunity to leverage massive GPS trajectory data to 
support their analyses and enhance their decision making. However, these data are 
typically purchased from vendors, which means that transportation agencies must 
understand their benefits before they decide to spend tens of thousands of dollars on data 
acquisition. To help transportation agencies better understand the tremendous value of 
trajectory data, we acquired Utah GPS trajectory data from one of the leading GPS data 
providers and conducted visual analyses demonstrating applications of trajectory data in 
various areas of transportation. This report will describe the processing that was 
conducted in order to correct the errors inherent to GPS technology and match trajectory 
data with the road network. The subsequent analyses will focus on evaluating the data 
via its comparison with traffic counts from 400 point detectors. Lastly, we will present the 
developed visual analytics tools that were shared with transportation agencies to help 
them explore the data and understand its value in planning as well as measuring 
performance and mobility. 

The material summarized in this report stems from a couple of poster presentations as 
well as a working journal article titled: 

• “Scaling statewide GPS trajectory to match point detector data” by Seth Miller, 
Yinhu Wang, Zachary Vander Laan and Nikola Markovic. Presented at the 2019 
INFORMS Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA; 

• “Enriching and scaling statewide GPS trajectories” by Seth Miller, Yinhu Wang, 
Nikola Markovic, Mark Franz, Abbas Rashidi. Presented at the 2019 UDOT Annual 
Conference, Salt Lake City, UT; 

• “Enriching and scaling statewide GPS trajectories to match point detector data: 
Map segmentation for the least-square model” by Seth Miller, Yinhu Wang, 
Zachary Vander Laan and Nikola Markovic. In preparation. 

Before we proceed with the data description and development of the visual analytics tools, 
we will review various applications of trajectory data to further emphasize its potential to 
enhance transportation system analyses. 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the past several decades, most of the research about transportation planning and traffic 
operation relied on travel surveys or traffic counts collected from traffic sensor devices 
(Cascetta, 1984; Yang et al., 1992; Zhou, Qin and Mahmassani, 2003; Yuan et al., 2014). 
Such approaches could collect valid data for solving traffic problems. Meanwhile, they 
also require human labor and frequent maintenance of facilities, which cost time and 
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money. Nowadays, our mobile phones and most cars are equipped with location-based 
devices, which create large amounts of trajectory data. The availability of a great amount 
of trajectory data makes itself widely used in traffic applications. 

In the process of transportation planning, it used to be a challenge to obtain the spatial-
temporal distribution of people’s trips. However, the emergence of big data makes this 
work rather simple. Research related to uncovering human mobility, estimating origin-
destination (OD) matrices and identifying traffic behaviors have been done based on GPS 
trajectory data (Tang et al., 2015; Toole et al., 2015; Siła-Nowicka et al., 2016; Ge and 
Fukuda, 2016; Tang et al., 2016). At the level of traffic operations, GPS trajectory data 
can be used for travel time prediction, traffic state estimation and route choice decisions 
(Casello and Usyukov, 2014; Wang, Goodchild and McCormack, 2017; Deng et al., 2015; 
Hess et al., 2015; Hiribarren and Herrera, 2014; Zimmermann, Mai and Frejinger, 2017). 
Besides, GPS trajectory data has been exploited to estimate vehicle miles travelled and 
traffic emissions (Li et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2013; Kan et al., 2018), which 
are very relevant to transportation agencies. 

The literature reviewed above indicates that GPS trajectory data has numerous 
applications in the field of transportation. However, trajectory data represents only a 
sample of the overall traffic since not all vehicles are equipped with GPS devices. To 
address this issue, a few methods were proposed to scale up the number of trips 
extracted from GPS data. Iqbal et al. (2014) applied a least-square regression method to 
scale up a transient OD matrix obtained from mobile phone call records for the best match 
with the observed traffic counts. Based on GPS location data, Yang , Lu and Hao (2017) 
proposed two OD flow estimation models. The first model used a scaled probe vehicle 
OD matrix as a prior OD matrix and adopted a conventional generalized least squares 
framework to conduct an OD correction using link counts. 

Our ongoing work is concerned with the development of an enhanced optimization 
framework to scale GPS trajectories to match point detector data. The ongoing work 
adopts the least square model and proposes a custom map segmentation for enhancing 
its performance. The expected contributions of this ongoing work include a) development 
of a novel method for scaling GPS trajectories to match the population and b) the first 
work combining the least square model with map segmentation, which effectively 
advances its performance. 

3.0 DATA 

The acquired raw data include 2.5 million GPS trajectories recorded in Utah during 
September 2018. A trajectory is defined with an origin, a number of intermediate vehicle 
locations called waypoints, and a destination (Figure 3 left). Each location has the 
corresponding time stamp with a one-second precision. Moreover, the data provider 
specifies the type of vehicle that produced each trajectory: a vehicle under 14,000 lbs, 
between 14,000 and 26,000 lbs, and above 26,000 lbs. Figure 3 (right) indicates greater 
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representation of trucks than passenger cars. In total, the raw GPS data include 130 
million waypoints that take 12 GB of storage space. This implies about 50 waypoints per 
trip, with a median sampling rate of about 50 seconds (Figure 3 middle). 

 

Figure 3: A sample GPS trajectory (left), sampling rate of waypoints (middle), and types 
of vehicles producing data (right) 

3.1 PROCESSING 

Raw GPS data contain issues that need to be addressed before further analysis. For 
example, a common issue is the loss of signal (e.g., due to a tunnel or canyon), which 
results in resetting the trip counter/ID and generating a new “trip” with an origin at the 
location where the signal is recovered. This yields artificial trips that may obscure further 
analysis, such as derivation of OD tables. This issue is resolved by concatenating 
consecutive trips of the same device ID whenever the average speed between the 
destination of the first trip and origin of the subsequent trip is greater than 10 km/hr. About 
250,000 trips are concatenated through this processing, resulting in about 2.3 million 
“actual” trips (see Figure 4 right) for sensitivity analysis explaining why 10 km/hr threshold 
is selected. 

    

Figure 4: An example of GPS signal loss inflating the number of trips (left) and the trip 
after concatenation (middle). The number of concatenated trips vs. speed threshold, 
indicates an inflection point at about 3 km/hr (right). The threshold was set to a 
conservative value of 10 km/hr. 

Due to measurement errors inherent to GPS technology, the recorded waypoints are not 
necessarily located on the physical road network. This issue is exacerbated with common 
rounding of latitudes and longitudes to the fourth decimal number, which introduces 
additional error of about 11 minutes. Moreover, the median sampling frequency of 50 
seconds is not high enough to include a waypoint along every road link that a vehicle 
traversed, which produces gaps in road-based trajectories and makes counting of trips 
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along links a challenge. To overcome these issues, a computationally intense map 
matching is carried out with the OpenStreetMap routing tool which applies a Hidden 
Markov model to reconstruct the most likely road-based route from a time-stamped 
sequence of latitude/longitude pairs. The described processing results in an increased 
number of waypoints (Figure 5) whose number grows from 130 to 970 million, taking 90 
GB of storage. 

   

Figure 5: Example of trajectory map matching (left), where triangles indicate recorded 
locations. The considered road network at the state (middle) at micro level (right). 

The above procedure matches waypoints with the OSM road network, which includes 
valuable information about the road infrastructure such as number of lanes, speed limits, 
whether opposite directions are physically separated, and others. However, state DOTs 
typically use a different road network segmentation to measure performance and report 
to the federal government. In order to make the analysis compatible with local 
performance measuring efforts, the OSM road segments were conflated both to the 
NPMRDS and HPMS road networks. This also enables us to leverage additional 
information contained in the corresponding GIS shapefiles, such as functional road 
classes, average annual daily traffic (AADT), and others. 

3.2 FINAL DATASET AND PENETRATION RATES 

To efficiently query the large data we created a SQLight database, optimized for different 
spatio-temporal queries via a k-d tree and other indexing techniques. The final dataset is 
presented in Figure 6 (left and middle), which shows spatial density of the trajectories as 
well as relative distribution of trips between different states. Lastly, since probe vehicles 
producing trajectory data represent a subset of the overall traffic, it is instructive to 
quantify their penetration rates via comparison with traffic counts from 400 radar stations 
in Utah. The average penetration rates vary from less than 1% to over 10% across the 
400 locations, with a median of 2% (Figure 6 right). 
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Figure 6: Trajectories spanning across the western U.S. and beyond (left). Distribution of 
interstate trips (middle) shows that most of these trips take place between Utah and four 
neighboring states. Comparison with ATR data in Utah indicates probe vehicle 
penetration rate of about 2% (right). 

4.0 VISUAL DATA EXPLORATION 

We have prepared a number of interactive online visualizations in order to enable UDOT 
and other transportation agencies to explore and better understand the data and potential 
uses. For starters, we developed an animation that plots trips recorded during a 30-minute 
interval in the Salt Lake City region (Figure 7). This animation enables practitioners to 
understand that data and sample size. 

 

Figure 7: Animation showing trips recorded during a 30-minute interval in the Salt Lake 
City metropolitan area. The animation can be further explored via this link 
https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/vis-travel/ 

https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/vis-travel/
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Additional insight into data coverage is provided in Figure 8. This map shows the density 
of over 900 million waypoints (i.e., vehicle GPS locations) that were recorded over 
the observed one-month period for which trajectory data were purchased. The colors 
change from dark to light as densities increase. Densities for different time points can be 
explored by dragging the button below the video. 

Exploration of trip origin-destination patterns is crucial to applications related to 
transportation planning. To demonstrate simple use of trajectory data to this end, we have 
developed interactive chord diagrams to enable transportation agencies to easily explore 
trip patterns between counties in Utah. By hovering a cursor over a specific county, the 
animation will emphasize trips between the selected county and the remaining counties. 

Figure 8: Densities of vehicle GPS locations in the Salt Lake City metropolitan area for 
different times of the day. The animation can be further explored via this link: 
https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/vis-trafficdensity/ 

https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/vis-trafficdensity/
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Figure 9: Chord diagrams enable intuitive visual exploration of origin-destination patterns 
extracted from trajectory data. By hovering the cursor over an individual geography, the 
animation emphasizes corresponding trips. An example includes trips between counties 
in Utah, with the second plot emphasizing trips to/from Salt Lake County. The animation 
can be further explored via this link: https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/vis-circos/ 

The presented chord diagrams provide very good insights into travel patterns between 
multiple selected geographies. However, the main downside is that chords show trips 
taking place in both directions. In order to facilitate directional exploration of trips, another 
animation was developed to show trips both starting and ending in the selected 
geographic region (Figure 9 right).  

https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/vis-circos/
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Figure 10: This visualization shows the trip counts that start or end in Salt Lake City in a 
single hour. The top shows trips originating from Salt Lake City and ending elsewhere 
and the bottom shows the trips originating from elsewhere and ending in Salt Lake City. 
To change the day of the week, click the days on the timeline. This animation can be 
further explored via this link: https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/vis-enterexit/ 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

As part of this project we have acquired one month of Utah GPS trajectory data from one 
of the leading data providers and conducted analysis to help transportation agencies 
understand the tremendous value of this data source. First, we have showcased the 
computationally intense data processing that is needed to correct for any errors that are 
inherent to GPS data. Second, we have evaluated the data’s spatial coverage via 
comparison with ground-truth traffic information from 400 radar locations, which showed 
a satisfactory capture rate of about 2%. Lastly, a number of interactive animations and 
visualizations were prepared and shared with several transportation authorities. These 
interactive tools facilitate understanding of the trajectory data as well as its application 
potential in planning as well as measuring mobility and performance. As of today, we are 
exploring opportunities for further acquisitions of Utah trajectory data and their use to 
support analysis and decision making of local transportation agencies. 

https://markoviclab.civil.utah.edu/vis-enterexit/
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